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[PROJECT TITLE]
 Memorandum of Understanding for Contributors 
As a condition of contributing images and metadata for inclusion in the [PROJECT TITLE] Project (the 
“Collection”), the Contributor and the Collection Administrator agree to the following: 
1) The Contributor will:
a. contribute only images and metadata for which they are the rightful copyright owner or
licensee, and for which they have the right to grant any licenses and authorities required under
this agreement;
b. represent and warrant that any contributed images and metadata do not, to the best of the
Contributor’s knowledge, infringe upon anyone's copyrights, contain any libelous or other
unlawful content, or make any improper invasion of privacy;
c. provide a non-exclusive, irrevocable license to the Collection Administrator and her proxies to
edit each contributed image and related metadata as required for inclusion in the Collection;
d. apply to each contributed image included in the Collection, original or edited, a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0)
license; and
e. provide the Collection Administrator up to ninety (90) days to respond to any request by the
Contributor or her proxies to include, revise, or remove contributed images or metadata from
the collection.
2) The Collection Administrator will:
a. under §1.c above, limit any edits to contributed images and metadata to what is required for
inclusion in the Collection;
b. under §1.d above, clearly identify the Contributor as the creator and copyright holder of any
contributed images included in the Collection;
c. under §1.d above, clearly indicate the CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license under which any contributed
images included in the Collection are distributed;
d. under §1.e above, provide the Contributor notice within ninety (90) days if any contributed
images and metadata will not be included in, or removed from, the collection.
3) Any [DOCUMENT TYPE] submitted to the Collection Administrator or her proxies for inclusion in 
the [PROJECT TITLE] while this agreement is in effect will be subject to its terms in perpetuity 
regardless of whether this agreement is subsequently revised or revoked.
4) This agreement will take effect with the signature of the Collection Administrator and the 
Contributor and will continue indefinitely unless it is revised or revoked.
5) Either party may request review, revision, or revocation of this agreement at any time.
6) Authorized Signatures.
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